Introduction to Grasses
Natural History Museum
Wildlife Garden, London
A half-day course giving participants
• an introduction to grasses, sedges and rushes
• a chance to see and learn several key species growing in
the museum wildlife garden
• a better understanding of the features that help with
grass identification

Details
Natural History Museum, London
1.30-4pm
A half-day taster course aimed at opening up the intimidating world of grass identification.
Whether you are new to grasses, wanting to brush up your skills, or come on a mid-summer top-up, this
course should be ideal for you. The Natural History Museum garden is almost unique in supporting a
wide range of native habitats and their associated plants, making this day an invaluable and exciting
opportunity to see an incredible diversity of plants, all within a 10 minute walk of a tube station!
We aim to start this short session promptly, so please arrive with plenty of time to spare – there can be
sizeable queues to get into the Museum

What to bring
‣ Notebook/clipboard.
Any problems on the day please call Dominic Price on (07968) 786390
Please inform us of any relevant medical requirements/conditions we should be aware of prior to the
course.

Feedback from previous courses
‘The tutor was great, the time flew by very quickly and I really enjoyed myself. ’
‘Very informative and good course. Well structured and taught.’

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

Schedule
1.30 pm
1.40 pm
4.00 pm

Arrival and Welcome
Start of Course
Finish.

Directions
The nearest tube for the NHM is South Kensington, once through the ticket barriers turn right and
head down the subway until you see signs.
To get to the Darwin Centre, use the main Museum entrance. From the Museum's Central Hall, turn
left past the huge dinosaur skeleton, through the Blue Zone and walk along Dinosaur Way. At the end
is the entrance to the new building, walk down the steps and out of the door where you will see the
outdoor theatre. We will meet on the steps just outside the Darwin Centre (or if raining just inside the
doors at the base of the cocoon).

If you are late please follow signs or ask for directions to the Wildlife Garden and find us there.
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